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VOLUME II. of THE ROSE TECHNIC is Complet-ed and the second milestone passed by a self-
sustaining college paper proves that those who
two years ago declared that an institution of our
numbers could not support a college journal were
mistaken. No promises were made at the begin-
ning of the school year, a good record had been
made, to maintain it was to be our effort, how
well we have succeeded our -readers must say.
Gratification over obstacles surmounted and vex-
ation over disappointments met with have been
the sunlight and shadows along the path. As is
well known a great amount of spare time for the
student is not an underlying principle at R. P. I.
and the members of the student editorial board
must carry all their college work and get out their
paper besides, tasks which occasionally require
some close figuring to do satisfactorily; the emol-
uments of office are not dazzling but the work can
give up a wealth of experience. Through the ex-
cellence of its contributed articles THE TECHNIC
has obtained a very gratifying recognition abroad.
Most of the leading engineering journals are upon
our exchange list and once during the year THE
TECHNIC became the subject of a spirited con-
troversy in two leading papers. The editorial
board thanks the members of the faculty, the al-
umni, the students and other friends who have
by their contributions brought THE TECHNIC into
notice and made the recognition merited. Nor
would we be doing right not to call attention to
our advertisers, those who have so largely sup-
plied us with the "sinews of war," which have
made possible the carrying on of the paper. None
but first-class houses have been represented and
we trust that they will be remembered as those
who have generously aided us and that the favor
is being returned. THE ROSE TECHNIC is upon a
sound foundation and the first number of Volume
III. may be expected about the middle of next
October. In shutting the over upon Volume II.
it is with the hope that there has, to some extent,
been continued a journal worthy of R. P. I. and
its supporters.
* *
LET no Rose man forget to register when firstvisiting the World's Fair. Messrs. Wicks,
and Frank, of '92, have consented to keep the
register. It may be found at the office of the en-
gineering department, just south of Machinery
hall, and will always be accessible. The advan-
tages of this plan will be especially appreciated
by older Rose men, and we trust that many a
pleasant meeting will result from knowing just
who is in the city and where he may be found.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC, with an unbrokenseries of honors in field sports, the pennant
winners for four successive years, greets its
friends this time with a record of ten firsts, six
seconds, two thirds, and a total of seventy points.
No wonder the city was filled with joyous cries of
"R. P., R. P., Rah Rah," etc. Does any one
blame us?
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AFTER a year of good, hard work, the longvacation is always looked forward to with
pleasure, a feeling which is the more intensified
in the midst of the task of reviewing up for ex-
aminations in the torrid weather of early summer
in this vicinity. But the vacation so near at
hand is of especial interest with its possibilities for
combining pleasure with profit. We presume
there is not a man among us who will not visit
the great Columbian Exposition. A careful
study of this triumph of the advancement of the
nineteenth century will prove an education in
itself. The great fair will appeal to all classes,
but it seems that to us as technical students, it
holds out the greatest attractions. We may roam
among examples of the highest developments of
the arts and sciences we are studying; we may
see the marvelous results of man's skill and inge-
nuity; there will be congresses of the greatest en-
gineers in the world, and we cannot but receive
a larger idea of the achievements, importance and
dignity of our chosen calling.
I N Indianapolis on March 10th, Rose pledged
I itself to make the State Field Day a success;
in Terre Haute on Monday, May 29th, the prom-
ise was gloriously fulfilled. Many a time on
Sunday did the Rose man cast an anxious eye at
the heavens which ever and anon frowned omin-
ously upon the city and threatened to drown our
fondest hopes, for, though arrangements had been
made for a postponement in case of unfavorable
weather, a delay meant loss of interest, perhaps
of contestants. The splendor of the setting sun
brought renewed confidence, and the first roseate
beams of morn were the heralds of a day which
might have been wrought by the gods themselves
to grace the Olympian field of old. The work of
the committees in charge was well done and the
machinery moved smoothly, not a hitch occur-
ring to mar the pleasure of the day. Never be-
fore had the various colleges sent in such com-
plete lists of entries for Field Day, and, except-
ing R. P. I. with its great lead, never were the
honors as evenly divided. The records of pre-
vious years apparently hung by a most slender
thread, and the manner in which they dropped
kept the athletes struggling to get out from under
them. Many a mark was set on this day that
will require much effort to excel, while the stand-
ing high jump was within an inch and a fraction
of the world's record. This is indeed a source of
congratulation, not only to the winner, who we
believe can easily go beyond his record when at-
tempting this alone, but with all friends of our
sports as showing what Indiana can do in this
line. The crack eastern colleges have been doing
considerable record breaking lately and, were it
not for this, more of our records would closely ap-
proximate the high notch, as it is, they are now
very near to those that stood for some time as the
records. The presence of Messrs. Smith and Du-
Plessis, of Chicago, as starter and referee respect-
ively, excludes any question as to the correctness
of results. In the varied program of the day,
from the tennis in the morning, the absorbing
contests in the afternoon, the addresses of the
early evening, to the grand finale, the intercol-
legiate ball, every taste should have found some-
thing pleasing, and May 29th, 1893, may well be
underscored in our calendars.
To the members of the managing committee
should the greatest praise be accorded, in them
was placed the entire charge, to them sub-com-
mittees reported, with them colleges made ar-
rangements, upon them depended success or fail-
ure, through them came great success.
F we could only have begun work in the base
I ball series at the last game and played back-
wards, what honors might we not have attained?
The material was in the team all along, but it
takes practice to bring it out, and unfortunately
too much of this practice was done in our games
with other colleges. Bear in mind that R. P. I.
wants the championship team next year, and
there is no reason why we should not have it.
IT was our earnest desire to issue THE TECHNICby June 10th, but the strain of examinations
proved too much and perforce we greet you a day
or two late, and it is only by a great effort that
we do this.
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PROFESSOR WALDO'S suggestion that amedal be awarded on Field Day to the best
all-round athlete, is one well worthy of attention.
As he said the recipient of such an honor might
not win a first, or even a second place in any
event, but the test should be one of all-round
athletic ability. By paying entire attention to
one specialty, a man may attain superiority in it.
Perhaps this is less true in athletics than else-
where, though it nevertheless applies; but the
specialist is not a well rounded man. Our ath-
letics primarily are not for the purpose of win-
ning medals, but to build up a strong physical
system, and to do this one kind of exercise is not
enough. The State association could do no bet-
ter work in furtherance of this, the underlying
principle of its organization, than to establish
such an honor for all round excellence in athletic
work. Let the Rose representatives at the next
opportunity urge this action.
THE comparatively small attendance fromabroad of college men not contestants was
the only disappointment of Field Day, and would
seem to indicate that, excepting Rose where every
man is an enthusiast, the interest in field ath-
letics in Indiana colleges is not yet fully aroused.
Field athletics in this state, however, is yet in its
infancy, but it is a remarkably sturdy youngster
and is bound to make its presence felt. Given
one or two more such days as May 29th and not
only Indiana, but the whole country will awaken
to a lively interest in the annual meet.
SIRIUS, THE SUN, AND THEIR CONGENERS.
BY PRESIDENT H. T. EDDY.
When, on a clear night, we turn our eyes to
the skies above us and behold the host of heaven
in all its glory, the arrangement and relative po-
sition of the stars which we see is the same, with
few insignificant exceptions, as it has been from
year to year and from age to age in the past,
their relative position, I say, so far as their con-
figuration can be observed by the unaided eye,
undergoes no change. But this seeming fixed-
ness of the stars is, however, due entirely to their
inconceivable distance from us. It is this remote-
ness which renders their really rapid movement
through space insensible to our eyes, though not
necessarily insensible to telescopic scrutiny.
Many of the fixed stars are found to be steadi-
ly traveling, year by year, in various directions
through distances imperceptible to the eye, but
yet quite measurable, especially when we consider
the space passed over in a century or two. It is
frequently observed that several stars, apparently
near each other, or even a whole cluster, keep
company in their journey, as if drifting imper-
ceptibly across the sky. Often, also a cluster of
stars which otherwise would be indistinguishable
in grouping are found to consist of two or more
groups, each with its own rate and direction of
movement. So that the several groups must each
be regarded as situated at a different distance from
us, along the same line of sight. This movement
or drifting of the stars is technically called their
proper motion.
Most of the fixed stars have a measurable prop-
er motion, some in one direction and some in
another, some with greater rapidity and some
with less. Not more than eighty stars have been
discovered with proper motions so great as one
second of arc annually, and stars moving one-
third or one-fourth as rapidly are regarded as
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rapid travelers. Most of the bright stars are mov-
ing much more slowly. In order to gain a con-
ception of the minuteness of this quantity, sup-
pose a human hair, placed at a distance of fifty-
seven feet from the eye, then the apparent breadth
of this hair would be one second of arc. Such
is the astonishingly minute annual movement
with which we are dealing—a quantity so small
as to require in its measurement a refinement of
accuracy and precision attained only in recent
times. The proper motion of the stars is due to
the relative motion of these stars with respect to
the solar system. When we succeed in learning,
as we have in some cases, how far these stars are
distant from us, we are then able to translate
their proper motion across the sky into miles per
second of actual motion across the line of sight.
To take an example, Sirius, by far the brightest
star in the heavens, has a proper motion as great
as 1.3" per annum. The distance of this star
from us is also known approximately to be, in
round numbers, fifty trillions of miles, a distance
so great that light, which travels from the sun to
the earth in eight minutes, requires 8.6 years to
reach us from Sirius. This proper motion and
distance translated into actual motion shows that
Sirius is travelling at a rate of between nine and
ten miles per second across the line of sight. We
have here .stated the distance of Sirius to be fifty
trillions of miles, which is another result of very
modern research, that has been reached in a man-
ner we can readily comprehend when we notice
what is to be seen as we look out a car window.
Objects in the foreground seem to fly rapidly
past us as we, in fact, are passing them, while
objects at the horizon seem not to move at all, or
at least very slowly. In like manner, as we look
out from the earth in its rapid journey around
the sun upon the fixed stars, any of them which
are comparatively near at hand, in the foreground
as it were of space, will seem to be displaced when
viewed upon the background of other stars which
are several times as far away. A goodly number
of our nearest neighbors have thus been recogniz-
ed and their distances found approximately. Few
bright stars are nearer to us than Sirius. Perhaps
Alpha Centauri is the most noted slat at a less
distance, it being only about twenty-five trillions
of miles away, or nearly four thousand times as
distant as is the planet Neptune.
The instrument with which the exceedingly re-
fined measurements are best made which disclose
this displacement, or so called annual parallax, due
to the earth's yearly journey around the sun, is
called a heliometer. This is a telescope in which
the large object glass for gathering in the light of
the stars has been cut into two equal pieces along
a diameter so that each half is semi-circular.
When the two parts are in their zero position
both halves conspire in producing the same im-
ages of any stars in the field of view; but when
the pieces are displaced by a screw that causes
them to slide past each other, then separate
images of the stars are formed by each half of the
glass independently. The screw serves also to
measure the amount of the displacement of the
images which are at length displaced until an
image of one star due to one part of the glass coin-
cides with an image of another star due to the
other part. By this method the distance of any
two stars, not too far apart, can be determined
with great accuracy and the movement of any
star, near enough to us to have an annual para-
lax, can be readily detected.
Having learned how far Sirius is situated frotn
us it becomes possible to find out how it compares
in brilliancy with our sun. It actually gives us
one twenty-four thousandth as much light as the
moon and one thirty-six hundred billionth as
much as the sun. This combined with its known
distance shows us that were we situated at the
same distance frum it as we are from the sun it
would shine upon us with sixty-three times the
fervor of the sun. Or were our sun situated at
a distance from us of fifty billions of miles, as
Sirius is, it would appear about one-third as
bright as the pole star does to us. What an im-
mense sun this star must be, we exclaim in amaze-
ment! Were it made of materials of the same
temperature and radiating power as the sun, its
bulk would need be at least five hundred times
that of the sun in order that its surface should
have sufficient area to radiate as much light as
Sirius does. But in fact Sirius has no such
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weight and bulk as this, as was discovered in a
very remarkable manner as follows:
It was observed that as Sirius drifted along in
its proper motion, the course it took was not
straight like that of most stars, but instead, its
track was a wavy line traced back and forth across
the straight line which marks the general direction
of its motion. A computation was then made to
find out the relative mass and position of a com-
panion which would by its influence account for
the seemingly erratic proper motion of Sirius.
This hypothetical companion of Sirius was at first
supposed to be non-luminous and quite incapable
of being seen, but by good fortune Alvan Clark,
the Cambridge telescope maker, in testing one of
his new telescopes discovered this star which
though felt had until that moment never been
seen, lost as it is in the overwhelming radiance of
its brilliant neighbor. It was found to occupy
the precise place indicated by theory but to shine
with a brightness only one ten-thousandth as great
as Sirius. From the apparent distance of the two
apart, their real mean distance is found to be some
twenty-two times the distance of the earth from
the sun. The period of the pair is nearly sixty
years, from which it appears that together they
have a mass only three and a quarter times as
great as our sun, and this is divided between the
two in such a way that Sirius itself weighs but
two and a quarter times as much as the .sun,
while its companion is nearly of the same mass
as the sun thOugh giving only the one hundred
and sixtieth as much light.
This is a most astonishing and unexpected re-
sult. A star having only two and a quarter times
the mass of the sun shines like sixty or more
suns: and if it be regarded as a radiating ma-
chine it is, mass for mass,*twenty-eight times as
effective as the sun, and this in spite of the diffi-
culty occasioned by the larger mass and conse-
quent proportionately diminished external sur-
face through which its radiations must take place.
Were it cut in two, so as to form .two masses,
each approximates equal to the sun, its surface
would doubtless be so increased in area as to en-
able it to radiate at least fifty times as effectively
as the sun.
Now this is a phenomenon not of a speculative
character nor subject. to any large per cent. of error
of any kind, and is so extraordinary as to show
of itself that Sirius is a radiating body of a differ-
ent order and character from our sun. The facts
respecting the radiation from our sun even are so
stupendous as to be almost beyond belief.
From each square foot of the sun's surface the
radiation is so great as to furnish sufficient power
to drive the engines of the largest Atlantic steamer,
requiring as it does some fifteen thousand horse
power, generated by the combustion of ten to
fifteen tons of coal per hour. Incomprehensible
as this is, we are confronted in the case of Sirius
with a radiation from twenty-five to fifty times
as intense. Such a marvel has awakened most
earnest scientific scrutiny on the part of astrono-
mers, and not without a considerable degree of
satisfactory progress in our knowledge both of
Sirius and the sun. A spectroscopic examination
of Sirius reveals a physical condition in and around
Sirius very different from that of the sun. Whereas
the spectrum of the sun is one which is beclouded
with multitudes of dark lines, so many thousands
of them, in fact, and so run together, of all widths
and varying degrees of blackness, that the task of
mapping and measuring them, not to say identi-
fying them as due to known terrestrial substances,
promises to be more tedious and difficult than the
mapping and cataloguing of the telescopic stars
which number possibly one hundred millions.
These dark lines are known to be due to the be-
clouding and absorptive effect of the gaseous and
vaporous atmosphere, called the chromosphere, out-
side of and surrounding the bright surface of the
sun, from which its light emanates and which has
'consequently been termed its photosphere. The
number and character of these lines show that
the chromosphere plays an exceedingly important
part in the economy of the sun, and has much to
do with its efficiency as a radiator of energy.
How essential a modification of radiation is in-
troduced by an atmosphere of any kind is clear
when we consider the effect of our atmosphere
upon the earth. For, to its existence we owe the
earth's habitability, not merely because we
breathe it, but because it preserves for our use
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the heat necessary for the preservation of life,
which heat would otherwise be rapidly dissipated
into space.
The spectrum of Sirius is of a character differ-
ing very much from that of the sun. It is clouded
by dark lines due in the main to but one single
substance—hydrogen. Its atmosphere may there-
fore be said to consist of hydrogen with unim-
portant traces of other substances. The lines
of this element, however, stand out with a black-
ness and intensity wholly unknown to the solar
spectrum. These facts reveal to us how widely
the physical condition of Sirius is removed from
that of the sun, as widely perhaps as the condi-
tion of the moon, which has no atmosphere, is re-
moved from that of the earth, which possesses one.
Sirius is apparently not prevented by any ex-
tensive and complicated atmosphere, such as
encompasses the sun;from radiating its heat into
space with very great freedom, radiating it in fact
many times as rapidly as the sun can, encumbered
as he is, with a atmosphere so thick and heavy
as to greatly mellow and moderate his radiance.
How it happens that the sun's atmosphere is
so extensive and complicated while that of Sirius
is thin and comparatively simple is a question
still the subject of earnest inquiry. It is thought
to depend very essentially for its solution upon
the discovery of the true character and import of
the sun's corona, that striking and irregular pearly
white radiance which is seen during every total
eclipse streaming out on all sides from behind the
moon. This solar corona (or halo around the
sun) is invisible ordinarily because its brightness
is so inferior to that of the sun itself; but when
the sun is hidden behind the moon it forms a
striking and beautiful sight, extending from some
parts of the moon's perimeter to a distance equal
to the sun's diameter. It has been shown to be
a real appendage of the sun and on a vast scale
probably resembles our terrestrial aurora, and
hence is of electrical origin.
The corona, the aurora, the tails of comets, and
the phenomena accompanying the vast outbursts
of solar energy visible in solar prominences, have
led many scientific men to the conclusion that
we are witnessing in the sun a series of electrical
phenomena on a scale of the same overpowering
grandeur as its luminous phenomena which we
have so long been trying to comprehend. To
the same electrical or other repulsion which pro-
duces comets' tails and the corona, has been
ascribed the present condition of thp chromo-
sphere, in. which, vast and complicated mixt-
ures of volatilized metals of all kinds, or per-
haps the stuff of which such metals will here-
after be composed, are floating in a manner seem-
ingly at variance with the tremendous gravitat-
ing attraction of a body so heavy 'as is the sun,
were it not for a repulsion such as we have men-
tioned. On this view of the case then the wide
difference in physical condition between Sirius
and the sun will thus have been traced one Step
further towards a rational explanation by saying,
that for some reason, at present unknown, the
sun is the seat of electrical activities of an inten-
sity at present unknown to Sirius, such as allow
gravitation to act there with a sway compara-
tively undisturbed, but which interfere with its
action in the sun in a manner such as to modify
essentially the character of its radiations.
About one-half of the fixed stars are of the Sir-
ian type and about five-sixths of the remainder
are of the solar type, so that stars like Sirius are
somewhat more numerous than stars like the sun.
This statement, however, should not be under-
stood to imply that there are wanting plenty of
stellar specimens which show all degrees of grada-
tion in condition from one type to the other, so
that the idea is at once suggested that these two
types are merely two stages in the life history of
any star, but which stage precedes the other is a
question on which diametrically opposite views
have been held. Upon this we shall enlarge a
little later.
As has been stated, about six-twelfths of the
fixed stars are of Sirian type; five-twelfths of solar
type; and of the remaining one-twelfth, Beltegeuse ;
the bright star in the shoulder of Orion repre-
sents the next most numerous type. So far as
known, about one star in every four hundred is
of this third type, which is distinguished from
other types by certain peculiarities in its spectra,
called bands or flutings.
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The solar spectrum has in it innumerable fine,
dark lines, but the spectrum of Beltegeuse has,
besides these, a dozen or more of wide, dark
bands, which are very dark and sharply defined
on the side toward the blue, and gradually fade out
toward the red end of the spectrum. These
bands, though found in the same place in the
spectra of different stars of this type, so as to
form a distinct and well recognized pattern, have
varying relative intensity and width, and further-
more, there ,9,re in stars of this type, no dark
lines due to hydrogen, as in former types. When
we turn to consider the sources of fluted spectra
in general, as contrasted with line spectra, we find
that narrow and fine lines are the autographs of
simple chemical elements dissociated from any
molecular bonds and at extremely elevated tem-
peratures, while flutings are the luminous signa-
tures of molecules in which atoms are so linked
together as not to be able to execute their internal
vibrations with the same exactness of period as
when free from each other. A lower temperature
is also in general, indicated by this fact. But
when we attempt to identify the flutings ob-
served in these stars with any which can be pro-
duced in the laboratory, we wholly fail.
There seems to be no question but that the
three types of stars we have described are ar-
ranged correctly in order of progression, and in
this orderly evolution we find stars in all inter-
mediate stages, but as to which of the three stages
is first in order of time, is a question which I
think I can say has now been pretty satisfactorily
settled to be the opposite of that at first assumed
to be self-evident. It was at first assumed that
the most elevated temperature and the most in-
tense radiation necessarily precedes, in point of
time, a lower temperature and a less intense ra-
diation. But this was on the assumption that a
star in losing its heat, behaves like a solid body.
A more complete knowledge of the manner in
which gaseous bodies, such as the sun and stars
undoubtedly are, part with their internal energy,
has shown that so long as they retain their gase-
ous condition they will not only radiate light and
heat, as they are doing, but owing to their reduc-
tion in volume, due to this loss of heat, they will,
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at the same time, increase in temperature, para-
doxical as that may seem. When, however, the
end is reached and loss of heat has brought about
a reduction of the gases to a liquid state, a com-
paratively rapid extinction of light will at once
set in.
On this view, Beltegeuse is a star having vast
flaming appendages and a mighty corona envel-
oping it, wherein the magnetic or other forces
which give rise to auroras, the zodiacal light,
and comets' tails -find expression in a manner not
approached even by the sun. These will in vast
ages burn out and subside as the star grows hotter
until a comparatively quiet condition like that of
our sun is reached.
After the lapse of other incalculable flights of
time the stage will be reached of the fierce and
consuming splendors of Sirius. What milleniums
must pass for a star like Sirius to burn out we
know not, but from the fact that at least one-half
of the visible stars are in this stage, we are com-
pelled to believe the time to be excessively long.
Following this stage comes the day of doom and
darkness, an end which must then be reached with
comparative rapidity.
Were the three types of stars which have been
described, the only ones in existence besides the
nebulae from which they have evidently been con-
densed, the prog ess of the stellar evolution, whose
steps we have been considering, would be one of a
nature such that we should be tolerably certain we
were tracing it correctly, though it has aspects,
which to be mentioned presently, that are beyond
our complete interpretation. There is, however, a
fourth stellar type under the name of carbon stars,
whose spectrum is characterized by three princi-
pal heavy flutings or absorption bands differing
radic ally from those of the third type in that
these flutings are turned the other way, for these
bands have sharp black edges toward the red and
fade out toward the blue end of the spectrum.
These flutings can be readily reproduced in the
laboratory.
They indicate that the light emanating from
the photosphere of such stars has passed through
an extensive atmosphere of marsh gas or some
analagous compound of carbon. Now the incom-
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prehensible and inexplicable nature of the hun-
dred and more stars of this kind which have, so
far, been discovered, will be evident when we
notice in the first place that such an atmosphere
can exist only at a temperature far inferior to
that indicated in either of the types of stars before
mentioned, and secondly that apparently as a
star passes through the various well recognized
stages of its evolution from a nebula and a gas-
eous star to a star of the third type, like Belte-
geuse, then to the solar type, and then to the
Sirian type, the whole of its progress is a prolonged
reciprocal interplay of two antagonistic forces—
the repulsions due to heat and the attractions
due to gravitation. In this contest of natural
forces gravitation must finally be victorious, for
its forces persist with eternal and unabated vigor,
while, on the contrary, heat is dissipated with the
passage of time. This insures the gradual subsi-
dence of the atmospheric appendages of the stars,
and we, consequently, find no place In this series
for the cool carbon stars, with their vast atmos-
pheres, for these two things are seemingly contra-
dictory.
But, thirdly, there is still one consideration
more troublesome than all others, and yet one
whose fin-al satisfactory solution will perhaps add
more to our knowledge of the physical universe
than that of any other question at present before
the world of science. To form a clear conception
of this question, notice the statement just made
that the flutings of the carbon stars are well
recognized and characteristic spectra which can
be reproduced in our laboratories, while the great
multitude of the markings in the spectra of
Beltegeuse and the sun are wholly unrecognized
by us as belonging to states or conditions of mat-
ter which we can produce in terrestrial labora-
tories in any of the known elements or their com-
binations. Indeed, the only consistent hypothesis
yet proposed in this connection is that of Lockyer,
that in these mighty laboratories of the sky the
chemical elements as we know them are in prog-
ress of manufacturing, that they are in process
of being formed from primeval stuff in a manner
analagous to that in which the more complicated
chemical compounds are formed by our laboratory
processes.
For such an hypothesis respecting the compos-
ite nature of the chemical elements, the argu-
ments brought forward are too varied and volu-
minous to find place here. Suffice it to say,
that they come from many and unexpected quar-
ters aside from the solar and stellar spectra with
which we are now concerned, though in them the
indications are sufficiently startling; fir, when
the light, of the sun is passed through the slit
of a spectroscope of hardly more than a hair's
breadth, it has then been spread out into a varie-
gated colored ribbon of light an eighth of a mile
long, and this is also accompanied by undula-
tions extending at both extremities far beyond
the visible portion. Now, every portion of this
spectrum traces out by its uncounted thousands of
lines, light and heavy, wide and narrow, nebu-
lous and sharp, in systems of twos, threes, doz-
ens and fifties, combined and compounded in in-
extricable complexity, an autograph of the phys-
ical condition of substances which have given
rise to or interfered with this ray of light. Ev-
ery one of these lines bears witness to the exist-
ence of some particular period of vibration in
some particular element or compound substance
which this light has encountered between its
source and the earth. Again, in the spectrum of
the simplest chemical element we know—hydro-
gen—there are no less than fourteen lines which,
by their rhythmic distribution in the spectrum,
disclose a certain connection of vibratory periods.
In the spectrum of iron there are hundreds of
such lines. Now the point to notice in this connec-
tion is this: the great complexity of the spectrum
of the elements shows that an intricate combina-
tion of vibrations co-exist within the atoms or
molecules of these chemical elements, such as
can only occur in case these elements are them-
selves highly complex and consist of many com-
ponent parts, bound together by bands which we
cannot at present break by any laboratory pro-
cesses.
Many of these terrestrial elements evidently
co-exist upon the sun in company with materials
out of which such elements are formed.
In concluding this necessarily brief and imper-
fect account of the four chief types of stars, it
may be remarked, that the remaining types of
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gaseous stars, and the nebulae which stretch over
large areas of the heavens and are evidently phys-
ically connected with the clusters of stars which
they enfold, together with the numerous tempor-
ary stars and stars whose light periodically varies
many fold in amount have furnished the astron-
omer with still further stores of information
which cannot now be touched upon. The mag-
nitude and rate of increase of discoveries in this
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field is such that specialists only are aware of
them, so that the trite yet inspiring fact still re-
mains as true here as in other branches of physi-
cal inquiry, that every question settled opens
many others, from which we are convinced that
however far these investigations may be pushed,
the end is not yet, and it may certainly for the
present be regarded as so far out of sight as to be
practically unattainable.
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
A MODEL INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
STATION.
W. A. LAYMAN, '92.
There is no incandescent lighting station in the
United States more typical than that of the Mis-
souri Electric Light and Power Company, of St.
Louis, typical in the double aspect of being until
quite recently exclusively incandescent and also
exclusively Westinghouse. Nor is there probably
any electric station in this country more systemat-
ically, comprehensively, or economically designed
and managed. The equipment is the very best
of its make, the arrangement as simple, reliable
and attractive as could well be, and the system of
manipulation so well formulated that a remark-
ably small number of attendants is necessary.
The present equipment consists of nine 3,000
light Westinghouse alternators each belted to a
250 horse-power Westinghouse compound engine,
two 6,000 light alternators each belted to a 600
horse-power compound engine, (these engines the
first of their size built by the Westinghouse com-
pany) one exciter and corresponding Westing-
house " standard " engine of 65 horse-power ca-
pacity, two exciters and engines of 35 horse-power,
fourteen Babcock & Wilcox 250 horse-power water
tube boilers, three Hooker feed water pumps each
capable of supplying the whole plant, four Berry-
man feed water heaters and two large surface con-
densers made by the company's workmen.
From this it will be seen that the rated dynamo
capacity is 39,000 sixteen candle-power lamps,
rated engine capacity 3,450 horse-power, and rated
boiler capacity 3,500 horse-power. This, however,
underrates what the station is capable of doing by
reason of recent repairs. The nine 3,000 light
alternators, when installed, had armatures of the
old smooth surface drum type. The frequency
with which these burned out, not to take into
account the whirlwind fashion in which they
completely destroyed every coil upon themselves,
as well as increasing current demand, made it
necessary to put in new armatures. The Paci-
notti type was substituted, such as the Westing
house company is now turning out, and by means
of heavier winding the capacity of each small
machine was increased to 3,500 lights. This ne-
cessitated working the engines and boilers harder,
which was effected without the least fear of
trouble by running up the boiler pressure from
125 to 135 pounds. Frequently the 250 horse-
power boilers have been run at 350 horse-power
without in any way overworking them. Thus
the dynamo capacity at present is fully 45,000
lights, or about one-half the total number of
lamps the company has on its circuits.
The plant occupies a substantial fire-proof build-
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ing 120x135 feet at the corner of 20th and Locust
streets. Boiler and engine rooms are of almost
equal size and run parallel the full depth of the
building. The fourteen boilers stand in a double
row, and between them runs a small track to the
coal dumps in a rear building. Cleanliness even in
this department is a watchword. This is but one
evidence of its splendid management. Another
is the method of firing. There is no promiscu-
ous, hap-hazard opening of furnace doors. In-
stead, the entire battery is fed in unison but two
doors being open at a time. Nor is there any
steam waste through the pop-valves. The in-
stant the pop signal blows, closed go all the
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particular mention are the steam piping, feed
water heating as well as piping, smoke flues, and
oil separators. There are four independent steam
supply mains leading to the engine rooms, two 14
inch and two 12 inch, insuring almost absolute
safety of steam supply. These connect to a 24 inch
main running parallel with the engines. The
four heaters raise the feed water temperature to
200 degrees, after which it may be pumped
through two entirely independent systems to the
boilers. The smoke flues are under ground and
lead to two steel stacks, 8 feet 6 inches diameter
by 130 feet high, and 10 feet diameter by 150 feet
high respectively. An interesting fact in this
connection is that by means of the steam-
air jet principle about 75 per cent. of the
smoke is done away with. The oil separa-
tors, certainly one of the most striking feat-
ures of the plant, are simply a succession of
twelve or more tanks of progressive sizes in
which all the condensed steam flows, the oil
contained separating by gravity and being
drained off. The largest part of this is
  
black oil from the engine crank cases, and
arrangements are now being made by which
the two barrels saved each day in the sep-
arators will be pumped back from the oil well to
the crank cases, avoiding all handling. An in-
teresting point in connection with the condens-
ers is that the water supply for condensing is
pumped from an artesian well inside the boiler
room. All ashes are dumped into a bucket con-
veyor at the rear and elevated to a bin from
which they-are spouted to wagons beneath. The
boiler room is in charge of a competent engineer
and fireman. He has a head fireman who does
nothing but watch the steam and water gauges,
controlling by signals all the firing.
The engine and dynamo room has a symmetrical
arrangement, with engines in two rows down the
center and dynamos correspondingly placed along
the side walls. Between the engines a neat iron
platform, reached at intervals by convenient
steps, extends from end to end making every en-
gine valve easily accessible. On either side also
extending the full length of the room is a travel-
ing crane by means of which engine or dynamo
6 8 to
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draught doors. Only for a moment, however, for
almost at once open they come again. From this
it will be inferred that hand stoking is used.
Mechanical stoking was given a most thorough
test extending over a great many weeks, but
abandoned as absolutely impracticable in the
company's service. Such enormous changes of
load came on at any and all times of the day that
the mechanical stokers utterly failed to handle
them. Variations of 200 and 300 per cent, were
of common occurrence in half an hour's time.
To clearly demonstrate this, a typical load curve
is given in Fig. 1. This is the actual curve for
the 24 hours' run of May 26. Here, it will be
seen, the mechanical stoker his not only the great
fluctuations of street railway loads to overcome,
but also a second and vital difficulty in variations
covering considerable lengths of time. Hand
stoking, as a necessity, has therefore been brought
as near perfection as possible.
Other features of the boiler room worthy of
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inspections or repairs are readily made. At one
end is the beautiful Italian marble switch board,
made in its entirety by the Wagner Electric Man-
ufacturing Company. Here is given ample evi-
dence of most skillful designing. When it is con-
sidered that 26 main feeder circuits are to be
brought in, 11 dynamo circuits with their corres-
ponding field circuits as well as three exciter
main and field circuits brought down, and all so
arranged that there can be absolutely no confu-
sion in distinguishing circuits wherever found,
and at the same time complete interchangeability,
the problem here solved will be fully appreciated.
With this arrangement any feeder
circuit can be thrown on any ma-
chine, and any machine field cir-
cuit on any exciter. Machine volt-
ages can be varied by means of rhe-
ostats in their own field circuits or
the exciter field circuits. Feeder
voltages, very evenly maintained at
the far end of the lines by the com-
pensator, can be varied by the Still-
well regulators, of which I shall say
a word later.
The machine wires are brought to
the well under and behind the
switch board through tunnels, one
on either side. Here the difficult
feat was accomplished of arranging
all the wires without a single cross
from machine to switch panel in
such a way that the number of wire,
determined by counting wherever
found, corresponds to the number
of dynamo. An engineer, one as-
sistant, two boys and one oiler com-
prise the entire dynamo room force.
The engineer has general supervis-
ion, throws over the circuits from
machine to machine as necessary,
etc. His assistant looks particu-
larly after the engines. The boys
do nothing but watch the switch
board instruments and rheostats.
The oiler has an easy time of it since
all dynamos are self-oiling.
10
In Fig. 2, a skeleton circuit is shown with all
connections up to and upon the switch board.
Upon the outside circuits, which extend many
miles from the station in all directions, are many
interesting converter connections. In Fig. 3, I
have illustrated some of these: a represents the
ordinary " banking " or multiple arrangement for
securing ampere capacity; b, a connection for the
three wire systems; c, a " booster " application in
which the secondary voltage is added to the pri-
mary; d, a novel manner in which with a con-
verter having secondary ends for both 50 and 100
volts, 50 volts are sent in and 100 taken out, the
primary being left open; e, an ar-
rangement in which 78 volts 100
amperes were secured. There are
many interesting connections of the
last character. In the Columbia
lamp factory, for example, the Mis-
souri Co. has converters arranged for
26, 52, 78, 110, and 138 volts. In a
great many instances where such
voltages were required converter ca-
pacity was sacrificed. They are,
nevertheless illustrative of the great
flexibility of the alternating current.
The Stilwell regulator, mentioned
above, is nothing more than con-
nection c of Fig. 3, with the differ-
ence that several secondary ends af-
• ford chance for considerable varia-
tion of voltage.
The Missouri Co. furnishes about
3,000 city alley incandescent lamps
arranged in multiple series of 20 on
three 1,000 volt circuits. All are
controlled from this station.
This station has had an almost
mushroom growth. From its first
day in 1889, when the load was 15
amperes, until the past summer, it
has been unable to keep pace with
the demand for connections. Even
now this demand continues, and
anticipating very heavy ones next
winter, a new 12,000 light direct
coupled alternator has been con-
Fig. 2.
a, lightning arresters.
b, line voltmeter converter.
c, compensator.
d, line voltmeter.
e, Stilwell regulator.
f, double throw double pole switch
g, machine voltmeter converter.
h, machine ammeter.
i, machine voltmeter.
j, line ammeter.
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tracted for and will be installed in July or
August. Also two 250 horse-power direct coupled
exciters and two additional 250 horse-power Bab-
cock boilers.
Quite recently a great many low voltage Helios
alternating current arc lamps have been put out,
and they are giving excellent satisfaction. This
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
branch of the business promises to become an im-
portant one.
The electrical interests of the company are en-
trusted to Mr. H. A. Wagner, general superin-
tendent, and Mr. F. Schwedtmann, chief engineer.
The station itself speaks for their good judgment
and ability.
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A FEW NOTES ON LINE AND ROADBED CONSTRUCTION
AND MAIN7'ENANCE.
BY MASON GALLOWAY, '90.
As a preface to this article, it might be well to
state that since the electric railway is to be found
in places having a population of not over six to
eight thousand inhabitants, up to the largest cit-
ies in the country, there is more or less difference,
both in the manner of their construction and opera-
tion, and what shall be said here has reference,
mainly, to roads in cities of twenty or thirty
thousand inhabitants and less, and operating
from four or five, up to fifteen and twenty cars.
Before beginning the construction* of a line, a
rough survey should be made for the purpose of
measuring the length of the curves, locating the
position of strain clamps which anchor the line, de-
termining number of extra length poles required
for railway crossings, and heavy ones for curve
work and for guying strain clamps to, etc. From
these data, poles for certain work may be selected
and hauled to their proper places at first. This
will save time and annoyance later on.
For straight line work holes should be dug five
and one-half to six and one-half feet deep, de-
pending on the nature of the ground, and for
curves and other work where heavy stresses are
applied to the poles, seven feet is none too deep.
It is hardly advisable to use poles of less than
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six and one-half inches top and eight and one-
half inches bottom diameter for straight line
work; for curves and where strain clamps are to
be guyed to them, use those of not less than eight
inches top and ten inches bottom diameter. A
pole should taper gradually, from top to bottom,
for if of nearly the same size from the top to the
surface of the ground, they are not likely to pre-
sent a very graceful appearance. A good preserv-
ing compound should be used on the butts. Poles
after being set, may lean, from three different
causes; they may be too light for the work, or,
being a little crooked at first, were not properly
set; the ground may give way at the surface or bot-
tom. To avoid leaning, from the latter causes,
put plenty of stone, brick or cinders at the heel.
of the pole and in front of it near the surface of
the ground. If the ground is marshy, spike to
the pole at points mentioned above, heavy plank,
about four feet long. Enough rake should be
given them to prevent leaning in after the span
and trolley wires are put up. From one and one-
half to two feet will generally be enough, but be
sure and get enough, for poles look much better
leaning out a little than leaning in. They
should also be set in line with one another and
about one hundred and twenty-five feet apart.
Cement is undoubtedly a good thing to use in
setting poles but it is expensive. If carefully
tamped and enough broken stone, brick, cin-
ders, or anything of that kind is used they will
generally stand all right. It adds much to the
appearance of a line to have the poles all of the
same height, and if the track has been laid it
is not a difficult matter to get them so. How-
ever if the track has not been put down the only
way is to set grade stakes for them provided a neat
piece of work is to be done. Point or roof the top
of the pole and if eyebolts or ratchets are to be
used for holding the span wires, bore the holes
and put these in before raising, care being taken
to so bore the holes that they will be at right an-
gles to the track when the pole is placed in its
proper position. Poles should be long enough to
allow plenty of room above the eyebolts for the
attachment of a cross arm for feed wires. If possi-
ble allow the poles to stand awhile before putting
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up the span wires. For span wires both strands
and solid wires are used. On the line here, a sol-
id, number six, galvanized steel wire, is used and
in two years but two wires have been broken. A
smaller size would easily support the trolley wire
but the wheel leaving the wire is liable to cause
the pole to strike the span wire with such force
as to break it. Span wires should be drawn up
about as tight as two men can pull them with a
small double sheave block and tackle. In begin-
ning to string trolley wire, securely anchor the end
of it and as it is reeled out have small loops of
wire ready to hook on to the span wires, thus sup-
porting it until it is drawn up and the clamps put
on. The clamps may be attached at any time
afterward. When a place, which has previously
been determined, for an anchor is reached the wire
should be drawn up so that there is not over ten or
twelve inches sag between spans if it be a warm
day.
An easy way to haul the wire up is to block the
reel on the wagon and drive ahead until the wire
is tight enough. Next anchor it securely by a
" strain" clamp and, to make sure of no slipping,
this should be soldered or else a hauling clamp
left until a strain clamp can be put on and sol-
dered.
One of the main things to look after, from an
economical standpoint, while stringing wire is to
do only those things which are really necessary
to keep the wire up and in position. The put—
ting on of clamps, insulators, etc., can be done
later on by two or three men. The points at
which anchoring is to be done should be planned
beforehand and heavy poles set with a rake both
out from the track and away from the anchor for
this purpose. A number eight, galvanized steel
wire does very well .for anchor guys.
When a curve is reached, anchor the line at the
second set of poles from the curve, using those
next it to attach the guy wires to. The distance
from the point where the strain clamp is attached
to where the first clamp on the curve is to be put
should now be known from notes taken on the
survey. Measure off this distance on the wire
from the strain clamp and this will give the posi-
tion of the first clamp on the curve from which
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the others can easily be placed. Clamps five and
one-half to six feet apart should be enough to give
sufficient clirva,ture to the wire. When the
clamps are all attached raise the wire and fasten
the insulators which have previously been tem-
porarily attached to the pull over wires, the length
of these wires being found by measurement.
This will put the curve in pretty nearly its right
position with reference to the track; a permanent
adjustment of it may be made later on. The
crow foot form of curve is the easiest put up and
has this to recommend it: The whole curve is
not likely to come down at once as is the case
when a cable breaks in what is known as the
" short " curve. After getting around the curve
the wire should be anchored again. The anchor-
ing of a line is very important and especially so
at curves, for it prevents it from getting out of
shape and makes the work of supporting it at
these points much easier on the poles. The guy
wires which tend to pull an anchor in the oppo-
site direction to which the wire is being strung
should not be drawn up too tight since the wire
itself is still pulling strongly that way until
hauled up farther on.
Splices should be made at points where there is
a span wire and the splicing clamp may be held in
place on the wire temporarily by means of the
screws but should be soldered later on.
Turnouts may be constructed after the wire is
strung but before the clamps and insulators are
_put on. The overhead switches should be so
placed that the car will have been pretty well
started in the direction it is to take before the
wheel strikes the switch. In order to avoid trouble
however it is best to leave a few feet of wire extra
so that in case the switch has to be changed there
will be wire enough to do it.
A clamp which holds the wire by being screwed
together seems better than one which has to be
soldered to the wire, for the reason that they are
much more easily replaced when worn out. At
railway crossings where, if the wire were to come
loose, it would strike men on top of freight cars
or be pulled down, extra length clamps should be
used and regularly inspected and renewed when-
ever there is the least sign of their not being able
to hold the wire. Insulators and clamps should
be attached to the span wires directly over the
center of the track except at curves where it
should be over a point nearest the inside rail, the
location depending on the degree of the curve.
Guard wires need not be run the whole length of
the line. Put them up only where it is necessary.
For guard span wires, number eight, galvanized
iron or steel wire is sufficiently large, and these
should not be drawn very tight else they will cause
the trolley spans to sag. Too much tension on
either trolley or guard spans will make them more
liable to be broken. The guard wires should be
insulated from the span wires and also broken by
an insulator about once every five hundred feet
or oftener. Two plans of guarding are used. One
is to place a single wire above the trolley and the
other is to run two wires above and from eight to
ten inches on each side of the wire.
Mention should have been made above that
much time may be saved by having strain clamps
fitted up with wire and attached insulators, be-
fore starting to run the trolley wire. The insu-
lators should be about three feet from the clamp.
Once a year, at least, all iron parts of the fixtures
should be painted to prevent rusting.
Feed wires should not be allowed to touch or
rub against any object, such as limbs of trees.
They should be so connected to the trolley as to
give, as nearly as possible, the full voltage on all
parts of the line.
One of the hardest things to keep in good con-
dition is the track. In general, it should be con-
structed of rails weighing not less than fifty
pounds to the yard, resting on ties of oak or
chestnut, six and one-half feet long, six inches
face, five inches thick, placed three feet apart,
from center to center. At joints, where so much
trouble is given, two ties should be put, one under
the end of each rail, but not so close to one an-
other as to prevent thorough tamping. Gravel,
free from dirt, broken stone, or cinders, should be
used for a roadbed, and plenty of it. Splice bars,
at least eighteen inches long, fitting well to the
rail and drilled, so as to allow for expansion and
contraction of the rail, and bolted on with the
best quality of bolts and nuts, should be used.
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Striking the head of the bolt with a hammer,
when the nut is being drawn up, and using a
lock nut or washer, will tend to keep them from
working loose, a thing they too often do in a
short time. A good roadbed is a big step to-
wards the solution of the problem of a good track.
For the size of road under consideration it
seems hardly necessary to run a return wire to
which the bond wires are connected. If the track
is well bonded at first, cross connected at about
every third joint and frequently grounded by
plates, or connected to water or gas pipes the re-
sistance of the return circuit will be made about
as low as it can be. Bond wires should not be
more than long enough to reach from hole to hole
and laid close to the rail to prevent them from
being broken. The girder rail protects bonds
pretty well but where a " T " rail is used it is best
to place the bonds on the outside of the track,
where they will not be broken or cut in two by
wagon wheels, the danger from injury by this
cause being much less on the outside .than the
inside. At railroad crossings there should be a
supplementary wire run around the crossing and
so placed as to be out of the way of injury from
picks, tamping bars and shovels. During track
repairs broken bonds should be reported and
promptly repaired. A rough test for broken
wires is to take a piece of copper wire and place-
the ends on different rails. If there is any
sparking when the ends are rubbed on the rails
there is a broken wire between these points. Of
course this test must be made when there is some
current flowing and to be sure of this keep at it
for a little while or when a car is near. In some
cities it is found that the current on electric rail-
ways is doing some damage to water pipes by
electrolytic action. In the Electrical Engineer of
April 12th, this year, is an editorial on this sub-
ject in which a remedy for the trouble is sug-
gested by "grounding the negative side of the
generators so that the current enters the pipe
from the ground, instead of emerging from it, as
would be the case if the positive were grounded.
This has been tried with good effect, precaution
being taken, however, to make the connection
between the water pipes and the power house so
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that there shall be practically no difference of
potential at this point, or in other words, that the
current take to the conductor in preference .to
the earth." The size of the bond wire should be
large enough to carry the current with practically
no heating whatever.
[Owing to lack of space, Mr. Galloway's entire
article could not be published this month, and
in our first number next year, we shall have the
pleasure of presenting his interesting notes on
the power plant and general operation of electric
railways.—En.]
NOTES.
The executive committee of the Alumni associa-
tion has called for designs for an Alumni pin or
button and will probably have a recommendation
on this score for the business meeting.
Dr. T. C. Mendenhall's recent lecture before the
St. Louis Academy of Science on the "Seals and
their Home" was heard with no little pleasure by
the Poly contingent there.
Mr. C. B. Kidder, '88, spent several days recent-
ly in St. Louis visiting cooper shops, brick yards
and boiler plants. He was a guest of Messrs. Con-
dron, Paige & Layman.
Mr. H. B. Sperry, '92, with the Walter A. Wood
Harvester Co., Minneapolis, Minn., visited Rose a
few days and witnessed the Field Day exercises.
Mr. W. H. Palmer, '87, is visiting his brother
in St. Louis and at the same time negotiating
some street railway work.
Mr. H. H. Holding, '89, with Thomson-Houston
electrical company made Terre Haute and the
Polytechnic a visit.
M. J. Harper, '91, is at present attending to his
interests in a ranch at his home in Durango, Col.
Mr. M. L. Oglesby '92 was pleased to see what
he wished—Rose at the front on Field Day.
Messrs. Balsley and Hupe, '91, are intending to
be present at Commencement exercises.
Mr. V. K. Hendricks, '89, of Indianapolis made
a brief visit in this city.
J. T. Walker, '86, expects to be here on Com-
mencement Day.
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All alumni visiting the World's Fair should re-
member that S. S. Frank,'92, will take upon him-
self the trouble of keeping a register for all Poly
people at the office of the Mechanical and Elec-
trical Department of the World's Fair. Mr. A.
W. Wicks will be found at the same office.
Mr. Abe Balsley, '91, is at present electrician
for the Seymour Ice and Electric Company. In
recent examination for electrician for the Brook-
lyn and also for Norfolk Navy Yard, he was
third at Brooklyn and second at Norfolk, and has
been offered a good position at the latter place.
Mr. S. S. Wales, 91, with the Westinghouse elec-
trical company, Pittsburg, Pa., spent several days
visiting Rose and saw sustained this year the rec-
ord in tennis that he was one in obtaining last.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
FIELD—DAY.
An ideal day, a large and enthusiastic crowd,
a volcanic eruption among the records, such is
a brief story of the fourth annual Field-day of
the Indiana Intercollegiate Athletic Association,
which was held Monday, May 29th.
Seven colleges were represented in the contests,
Hanover alone failing to send a delegation.
The opening events of the day were the tennis
contests, which were played on the Polytechnic
campus courts, commencing early in the forenoon.
At singles, Farrington, of Rose, had a walkover,
winning every set, 6-2 being the best effort
against him. Johnson and Beebe at doubles
proved invincible, the exhibition of their play-
ing leaving no doubt as to their superiority.
The exercises at the Fair Grounds commenced
promptly at 1:30, the last event being finished
soon after 6 o'clock.
In the majority of sports the contests were close
and the standard of athletics in Indiana was
raised by making new records for all but three
events. In the number of points won Rose stood
well in the lead with seventy points; Purdue sec-
ond, with forty-five, and Butler third, with twen-
ty-nine. Ewry, of Purdue, stood first as a single
contestant, with eighteen points to his credit;
Hoff second, with thirteen; W. J. Klinger third,
with ten. E wry's standing high jump, which
approaches to within one and three-quarters
inches of the world's intercollegiate record, as
well as his superior work in other contests, de-
serves special recognition.
An interesting program, which included the
presentation of prizes, took place in the evening
at High School Hall. A letter of regret from
Gov. Matthews was followed by brief addresses
from Prof. Waldo, of DePauw, and Prof. True-
blood of Earlham. The Hon. Col. Thompson pref-
aced the distribution of prizes by words of encour-
agement which expressed his opinion of athletic
development and its relation to the well bal-
anced and well preserved man.
Mr. Blair, of Wabash, President of the State
Association, presented the pennant which was re-
ceived by Mr. Dale in behalf of Rose. Thus ended
the most successful field day ever held in the state.
The credit of successful management which be-
longs to Messrs. Dale, McCulloch and Sanborn is
deserving of special acknowledgment, also the
action of the business men of Terre Haute, who,
by their liberal subscription to the guarantee
fund, placed Field-day and its results within our
reach.
The following is the official record of events:
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EVENT. WINNER. bi
a)
-8
c)
RECORD. SECOND. iq
.
5?
-8(..)
RECORD. THIRD.
100 yards dash, 1st heat . . Hoff R P. I. 104 sec Crowell . . . . P. U. Little . . .
100 yards dash, 2d heat. . Randall . . . . R. P. I. 104 sec Bushman . . P. U. Robinson .
Patting 16 pound shot . . . Watkins . . . D.P. U. 35.5' Stevenson . . P. U. 34.9' Bagby. . .
Running hi oftd jump. . . . Allen W. C. 19.55' Coleman . . . E. C. 19.25' Gray . . .
One
-quarter mile safety . . P. W. Klinger. R. P. I. 374 sec Hynes B U Gangwer .
100 yards dash, final heat . Hoff R P. I. 11 sec Little . . . W. C. Crowell . .
Pole vault Ridgely . . . . R. P. I. 9' 1" McMeans . . . R. P. I. 8' 11" Marshall .
Throwing Base Ball . . . . Somerville . . B. U. 361.4' Darst R P. I. 348.9' Randall . .
Mile Walk Vanderbilt W C. 8' 44" Payne D P. U. Burkholder
220 yards dash Hoff R. P. I. 234 sec Crowell . . . P. U. Little . . .
Hop, step and jump . . . . Coleman . . . E. C. 44' Kittenback . . B. U. 43.3' Allen . . .
One-quarter mile ordinary W. J. Klinger. R. P. I. 404 sec Wright . . . . B. U. Griffith . ..
Standing high jump . . . . Ewry P U. 5' 2" Orme B U 4' 5" Pratt . . .
Throwing 16 pound hammer Darst R P. I. 96.8' Bagby . . . . E. C. 90.5' Lister . . .
120 yards hurdle, 1st heat . Hoff R P. I. 234 sec Crowell . . . . P. U.
120 yards hurdle, 2d heat . . Acker W C. 194 sec Moore P U. Gray . . .
High kick Ewry P U. 9' Hildreth . . . R. P. I. 8' 74" Bushman .
One-quarter mile run . . . McTaggart . . R. P. I. 554 sec Fulton . . . . P. U. Robinson .
Running high jump . . . . Marshall . . . P. U. 5' 21" Ewry P U. 5' 24" Haworth .
Two mile ordinary . . . . . W. J. Klinger. R. P. I. 6' 464" Ganswer . . . P. U. Wright . .
120 yards hurdle, final heat . Acker W C. 184 sec Hoff R P. I. Crowell . .
Standing broad jump. . . . Ewry P U. 10' 44" Crowe R P. I. 9' 94" Harold . .
Mile run Gemmer . . . P. U. 4' 534" Robinson . . B. U. Wynekoop
Mile safety Hynes B U. 2' 464" P. W. Klinger. R. P. I. Pierson . .
Tennis Singles, final, Farrington, of R. P. I. vs. Coulter of I. U., 6-2, 6-1,
Tennis Doubles, final, Johnson and Beebe, of R. P. I., vs. Thompson and Nelson, of W. C., 6-4, 6-3, 6-2.
RELATIVE STANDING OF COLLEGES IN FINAL EVENTS.
College. Firsts. Seconds. Thirds.
Rose Polytechnic . . . . 10 6 2
Purdue University . . 5 5 5
Butler University . . . . 2 5 4
Wabash College 3 1 3
Earlham College . . . . 1 2 5
DePauw University . . . 1 1 1
Indiana University . . . 0 0 0 0
Points.
70
45
29
21
16
9
BASE BALL.
ROSE 21. STATE NORMAL 2.
The third game, of the series played on our
grounds, occurred May 19th when the State
Normal took a lesson in the game as our team
play it when not filled with enthusiasm. The
accident in the first inning when Whitely was
hit by a pitched ball was the only unpleasant
feature of the game. The result of the game com-
pared favorably with the anticipation of the Poly
enthusiast. The Normal team saved themselves
from a shut-out by a fortunate circumstance in
the fifth inning. Baker took first on balls, stole
second and came in on a hit to extreme left by
Gaylor, who also scored the ball meanwhile going
across the tennis courts after Wood had collided
with the trees in attempting to field it. The man-
ner in which several members of the Poly team
allowed themselves to be" worked" by the ancient
trick of "hide the ball," called forth the usual
greeting from the crowd.
THE SCORE BY INNINGS.
R. P. I. 3 3 2 1 7 2 1 1 1-21
State Normal 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0— 2
bo
7:1
RECORD. *Vi
6
5
W. C.
B. U.
E. C. 34' 10
R. P.1. 18.95' 9
P. U. 11
P. U.
P. U. 8, 3,,
6
7
R. P. I. 339' 10
E. C. 5
W. C. 9
W. C. 40.9' 10
B. U. 6
1).P. U. 4' 31" 4
B. U. 87.2' 9
2
R. P.1.
P. U. 8, 7,,
4
8
B. U. 9
E. C. 9
B. U. 6
P. U. 4
E. C. 9' 84" 9
W. C. 6
E. C. 11
WABASH 7 ROSE 6.
The game with Wabash on the 28th ult. was by
far the most interesting and best attended game
of the four which have been played at Rose.
While the playing was not of a high order of ex-
cellence except in the case of a few individual
players, errors were evenly divided and hard play-
ing was necessary until the last man was out.
Wabash excelled in base running and showed
their ability in sacrifice hitting, to good advantage.
Their cool steady playing after Rose had secured
a good lead was noticeable and had the effect of
securing for them the game. Rose did better work
at the bat and an improvement in team work was
observed. The battery work of Randall and Ellis
was the feature of the game, thirteen strike outs
being to the credit of the former.
Following is the score:
WABASH.
A.B. it. 1St 11. 8.11 P.O. A. E. S.11.
Greene, 1. f . . . 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Huffer, s. s . . . .5 1 2 0 2 2 0 0
Higgins, 2d b. . . 4 0 0 0 1 2 1 1
Fry & Huffine, m. f.4 1 0 0 2 1 0 1
Todd, 1st b . . 4 1 0 0 10 0 0 1
Johns, 3d b. . . .3 1 0 0 3 1 2 2
Downey, r. f. . . 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
Allen, e 4 1 0 0 7 3 1 1
Armstrong, p . . 4 0 0 1 2 4 0 0
Totals . . . 36 7 4 1 27 13 5 7
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Earned runs, 2. 3 b hit, Huffer. Double play, Arm-
strong-Todd. Base on called balls, Armstrong 7.
out by Armstrong, 5.
Umpire Smith.
R. P.1.
A.B. It. iSt b. S.H. P.O. A.
Anderson, m. f . . 4 1 1 0 2 0
Myers, 2d b . . 5 2 2 0 2 1
Ellis, c 4 2 1 0 14. 6
Wenzel, 1st b. . 3 0 1 1 5 0
Wood, 1. f . . .2 0 0 0 0 1
Brown, r. f . .3 0 1 0 0 0
Randall, p. . 4 0 1 0 0 1
Jones, s. s . . 4 0 1 0 2 1
Stewart, 3d b . 3 1 0 0 2 1
Totals . . . 32 6 8 1 27 11
DEPAIJW.
Struck A.B. R. 1St B. S.H. P.O. A. E. S.B.
Whitcomb, 3d b. • 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Bayse, c. . . .   4 0 0 0 13 3 1 0
Pulse, p  4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
E. S.B. Watkins, 1st b . 4 0 1 0 11 0 0 0
0 1 Dee, r. f  3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 Green, s  3 0 0 0 0 4 0 1
2 0 Patterson, 2d b . 3 0 0 0 1 3 0 0
1 0 Haskell, 1. f . 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 Barnhardt, m. f. 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1
1 0 Total. . . .31 1 4 1 27 11 1 2
1 1 Earned runs, 0. Bases on called balls, 1. Struck out
0 0 by Pulse, 13.
Umpire, Whitcomb. Time of game 1:50.
6 3 SCORE BY INNINGS.
Earned runs, 4. Bases on called balls, Randall 1. Struck
out by Randall, 13.
Umpire Smith. Time of game 2:00.
SCORE BY INNINGS.
Wabash 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 2-7
R. P. I
 0 0 4 0 2 0.0 0 0-6
ROSE 5. DEPA1JW 1.
The ball team went to Greencastle Decoration
Day accompanied by about thirty students and
played their star game of the season with De-
Pauw. Rose opened the game by scoring two runs
in the first inning, three men taking first on balls.
DePauw failed to score until the seventh inning
when their only run was made. The general all
around playing of R. P. I. was exceptionally good.
For DePauw the effective pitching of Pulse after
the first inning was the best individual work.
The score is as follows:
R. P. I 
 • • • .2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0-5
DePauw 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-1
The above game was the last one of the intercol-
legiate games for Rose. The teams this season,
excepting Hanover, have been more evenly match-
ed than during any previous year of the league,
and the honors are about evenly divided among
the three leading teams. Few who have seen
the games here doubt that the make up of
any team surpasses that of our own. The man-
agement this season has been excellent and all
that was needed to make the team a winning one
was less carelessness and more energetic playing.
The game with Wabash may be cited as an exam-
ple; after having the game well under control the
necessary effort to prevent the other side from
winning was wanting.
The order of standing is as follows:
A. B.
R. P.!.
R. 1St B. S.H. P.O. A. E. 8.13.
PER
WON LOST CENT
Anderson, m. f .5 2 3 0 2 0 0 3 Indiana University  4 1 .800
Myers, 2d b . . . 2 2 1 0 4 2 0 2
Purdue  3 1 .750
Ellis, c 3 0 1 0 9 2 0 2
Wabash 3 1 .750
Wenzel, 1st b . . 4 1 1 0 7 0 1 0 Rose Polytechnic  2 3 .400
Wood, 1. f . . .4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 DePauw  2 3 .400
Brown, r. f . . . 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
Hanover 0 '5 .000
Randall, p. . . . 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
Jones, 3d b . . 4 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 IN BROADER FIELDS.
Stewart, s . . . . 4 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 Intercollegiate Field Day was held, at Manhat-
tan Field, N. Y., May 27th, all of the leading
Total . . .32 5 7 2 27 7 2 11 eastern colleges being well represented. The en-
Earned runs, 2. Double plays, Jones-Myers, Myers-
Wenzel. Bases on called balls, 3. Struck out by Ran- tries numbered over 800, of which Yale furnished
dall, 9. 82, Harvard 78, U. of P. 67, and Princeton 56.
Umpire Smith. The above colleges won 47k, 34, 11 and 10 points
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respectively. Four new records were made, viz:
Throwing 16 pound hammer, Hickok, Yale, 110'
4-r; putting 16 pound shot, Hickok, Yale, 41f;
pole vault, Bucholtz, U. of P., 10' 10r; two mile
bicycle, Genny, Yale, 5' 47r.
An agreement has been signed between Har-
vard and Pennsylvania by which the two univer-
sities bind themselves to meet on the foot ball
field during the seasons of '93 and '94.
A. A. Stagg, who is to manage the college sports
at the World's Fair, has invited the base kill
team of L. S., Jr., to enter the tournament at
Chicago. The prospect is favorable for the team's
acceptance.
Three games of base ball comprised the series
played between L. S., Jr., and U. of Cal. The
former won by making it three straight.
May 8th was an eventful day for Wesleyan, as
at that time the base ball team succeed( d in de-
feating Yale by the score of 4 to 2.
ROSE LEAVES.
ATTILA'S EISENBAHN FUR SCHNELLVER-
KEHR.
The Juniors have been studying some epic tales
with the scenes laid in Hungary, also an account
by Mr. Zippernowsky of an electric road between
Vienna and Buda-Pesth, also in Hungary, the re-
sult is rather confusing. The average Junior
probably has something of the following idea
about the matter: Attila was king of the Huns,
and a man named Zippernowsky was his railway
commissioner. This railway commissioner or-
ganized a Vienna-Buda-Pesth electric railway
company of which a man named Gunther, who
was a big confectioner in Buda-Pesth, was presi-
dent and Hagen general manager. Seigfried made
the survey for the road and was killed one day by
the general manager because he was caught loaf-
ing. This was rather severe, so to make up, Seig-
fried's wife, Kriemhilde, was made matron of the
ladies' waiting room in the Buda-Pesth station.
By and by Mrs. Attila died, and Attila thought
he'd marry Kriemhilde, so he went with a special
vestibuled train down after her. She consented
after some coaxing, because she found that the
general manager was on the train, and she thought
this would be a good time to get even with him.
So she had the train derailed just before they
reached Vienna, and at the same time let loose
the deadly car stove, and so • they all burned up.
FOR THE BENEFIT OF '94.
It is naturally to be supposed that the class of
'94, ambitious as it is, will, when it assumes the
role of Senior, do something to make its name re-
membered in future years in other ways than as
the class which generally played base ball in good
shape, or contained so many distinguished schol-
ars or something else complimentary. It will, in
all probability, wish to distinguish itself in some
other way—by building a swimming pool, or en-
dowing a chair in physical culture, for instance—
and the TECHNIC merely wishes to remind the
class that it would better be on the lookout this
summer for some new and novel method for raising
the necessary funds. If the Institute has a foot
ball team next year, the members might be used
for a chrysanthemum show—and if to this was ad-
ded a dazzling electrical afterpiece," Death by Elec-
tricity," it could not fail of success. The class
recently displayed histrionic talent of a high or-
der, especially in female parts—an impromptu
performance of the Balcony scene from Romeo
and Juliet having met with instant success—so
that a play or two from Shakespeare might be
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added to the above program. We merely offer
these as suggestions—let the class ponder upon
them.
FIELD DAY BALL.
THE first annual ball of the I. I. A. A. was given
on the evening of Field Day at The Terre Haute
under the management of a committee consisting
of II. S. Hart, chairman, W. M. Anderson, L. C.
Anderson. "Annual" with us has come to mean
that the event, whatever it may be, happens once
a year and for one year; it is to be hoped that the
word is used in a different sense here, and that this
will not be the first and last appearance of the I.
I. A. A. ball. There were about one hundred
couples present, not all college people of course,
for the college man is not selfish and wishes to
share his pleasures with others.
That part of the affair which was in the hands
of Manager Baur was managed with his usual skill,
and altogether the affair was a great success. A
goodly number of Rose men turned out, but one
could not help missing the olive crowned heroes
of the afternoon. The joys of the dance could not
whisper persuasively enough to their tired mus-
cles.
THE SENIORS DINED.
It was with considerable pleasure that the Sen-
iors received.from President and Mrs. Eddy, invi-
tations to supper on Thursday evening, June 8th.
Shortly after seven o'clock the boys were invit-
ed into the dining room and each found at his
place a broad white ribbon on which was painted
his name, an R. P. I. monogram and the class nrm-
ber. All but three of the class were present, MES-
srs. Rice, Klotz and Hesser, being detained by
unavoidable circumstances. The supper was an
elegant affair in five courses and the boys had the
good luck to be waited upon by Miss Esther Eddy
and the entire Senior class of Coates College, Miss
Mary J. Young.
After supper the evening was very pleasantly
spent in conversation.
One of the surprises of the month was the an •
nouncement of the marriage of Walter G. Hesser,
'93, and Miss Ethelda Daggett. The marriage was
a supposedly secret one on April 27, but the fact
was quietly circulated among the Seniors the fol-
lowing morning. THE TECHNIC extends to Mr.
and Mrs. Hesser its best wishes.
"Now do your best" they told him,
"To the voice of duty, hark,
If you but work you cannot help
But succeed, and make your mark."
But when he went to college,
About in life to embark,
Although 'twas he did the labor,
'Twas the Prof. who made his mark.
—Williams Weekly.
DIFFERENTIALS.
Were you "in it" on the exams?
Many of the fellows entertained friends over
Field Day.
Valentine enters the employ of the Westing-
house people at Pittsburg.
Wenzel is to teach Mechanical Drawing at the
Toledo Manual Training School.
An effort was made to arrange for a Faculty-
Senior ball game, but without success.
Colonel Thompson was not the least interested
spectator at the Fair Grounds, Field Day.
The "Collett" collection is to be stored in the
Institute until the new Mechanical and Electrical
Laboratory is built.
Many Rose men were favored with invitations
to the reception to "the cottagers " at Coates Col-
lege, on Saturday evening.
Moth, McDermott, Johonnott, W. H. Albert,
T. W. Ross and C. E. Albert will visit the World's
Fair before returning home.
Professor Ames will visit the World's Fair at the
time of the engineering congress and spend the
rest of his time in Terre Haute.
The "Chapel" is the same abominably dirty
place it has been for years. Such a place for com-
mencement exercises is a disgrace to the Institute.
Dr. and Mrs. Eddy and family will occupy a
cottage on the lake shore in East Chicago, at a
convenient distance from the Fair grounds, dur-
ing the summer.
It is a matter for congratulation that no Rose
men were in any of the disputes which arose
among the contestants on Field Day. Let us kick
at nothing but the tambourine.
A. V. H. Mory, '94, will visit Tuller, '95, and
Manning, '95, before going "out Independence
way;" the former at his home near Milford, Ill.,
the latter, in Michigan City, Ind.
Professor Wickersham has purchased a house in
the Collett Park addition and makes the fifth mem-
ber of the raculty to move out there. He will
spend the summer in Terre Haute.
Messrs. McCormick and W. P. Smith, and Prof.
Kirchner accompanied the team to DePauw on
Decoration Day and lent great encouragement to
the nine in the field in the most approved style.
The laudable effort of the Y. M. C. A. Gymna-
sium Class on Field Day should not be over-
looked. Of the seventy points obtained for Rose,
forty-seven were scored by members of the class.
The Orchestra made its last public appearance
of the year at a reception at Coates College, on
the evening of the 10th. Quite a number of the
other Poly boys were there and all report a good
time.
Messrs. Meadows, Rowe, Royse and Blinks will
leave for Evansville the latter part of the week,
and the first of the next will start on a steamboat
trip down the Ohio and up the Tennessee rivers to
some point in northern Alabama. They expect
to be gone a week or two.
At the annual election of the Orchestral Club,
Mr. C. E. Mendenhall was made Secretary-Treas-
urer, and Mr. Horace T. Eddy, Librarian. The
following persons were made honorary life mem-
bers: Miss Harriet E. Paige, Messrs. Ernst Laux
and W. J. Ehrsam, '92, S. E. Johannesen, W. G.
Hesser, A. M. Hood, H. S. Hart and R. E. Huths-
teiner, '93. In the future all men who are mem-
bers of the Club at the time of their graduation.
will become honorary members.
COLLEGE VERSE.
THE FUNNIEST JOKE.
The funniest joke I ever heard,
From no comic paper came,
But our dear professor spake the word
To his scholars tried—and tame.
Perhaps 'twas because he softly smiled
And fixed upon us his eye;
But the class burst forth into laughter wild,
That startled the very sky. -
Oh! hundreds of students may have sat
And grinned in the self-same way,
Yet that gag remains as fresh and pat
As it was on its natal day.
So the funniest joke I ever heard
From no comic paper came,
But our dear professor spake the word
To his scholars tried and tame.
—Polytechnic.
AN OVERRATED INSECT.
That wondrous bug, the busy bee,
Gets commendation ample,
And for his ways of industry
Is made the youth's example.
Yet, though in his life we may find
There's something to commend,
It's just as well to bear in mind
He has an awful end.
—Indianapolis Journal.
APPLIED MECHANICS.
Beneath my window in the street,
An organ grinder playeth dreary,
Mournful melodies, replete
With age and all that maketh weary.
As in the text-book it is taught,
(I remember, though I'm racked with pain,)
His load of tunes indeed hath wrought
Di-stress proportional to the strain.
—Ex.
• 3 IIE NEW STAMP.
She has sealed her tiny missive,
To discover in distress,
That the postage stamp obliterates
Altogether the address.
So unique is her dilemma,
The ingenious little scamp
Doesn't hesitate to calmly
Re-address it on the stamp.
—Princeton Tiger.
AN EASTER BONNET.
A bow, a flower and ribbons gay,
These make an Easter bonnet;
And raving o'er the dainty thing
With pride she gazes on it.
But pen and paper, ink as well
Make quite another sonnet.
And raving o'er another bill
With wrath he gazes on it.
The moral of this little squib
In letters clear is writ.
Take any question—and there are
Two ways to look at it.
—Trinity Tablet.
FATE.
When I picked up her glove
I let Fate decide it.
So great was my love,
When I picked up her glove,
'T was as soft as a dove
And her hand was inside it.
When I picked up her glove
I let Fate decide it.
—Columbia Spectator.
AND WE TOO.
Of all the things that make us mutter curses,
Contemptuous beyond our diction's range,
Is the magazine that quotes our little verses,
And signs them with the nom-de
-plume "Exchange."
—Columbia Spectator.
I loved her and I tried to speak,
Bat words I could not find.
I said, "You sure would listen if
I could express my mind!"
"Express companies will not take
A thing that's quite so frail,
So wrap it up," she laughing said,
"And send it off by mail!"
—Williams Weekly.
I met a girl of the .
And gently pressed her DEO—
I thought I'd pop the?
But didn't have the s&
—Transylvanian.
A Zulu belle is really like
A prophet, for, you see,
She doesn't have much on 'er
In her own country.
THE COLLEGE WORLD.
There will be a joint debate next fall between
Indiana University and DePauw. The subject
will be, "Does the Social and Political Situation
Demand the Rise into Power of a new National
Party other than the Republican and Democratic
Parties." Affirmative, Indiana University, neg-
ative, DePauw.
C. A. Palmer, of Iowa College, is the winner of
the $100 prize offered by the Chicago Herald for
the best essay on the benefits to be derived from
the immediate completion of the Nicaragua canal.
A scientific expedition from the University of
Iowa left Baltimore early in May in a sailing ves-
sel. The party will spend the time in scientific
research among the Bahama islands.
Harvard has two hundred and ninety-four pro-
fessors, University of Pennsylvania, two hundred
and fifty-four and Columbia, two hundred and
twenty-six.
At the performance of" Hamlet" in New York,
April 27th, by the Harvard Hasty-Pudding Club,
the club realized over one thousand dollars.
Yale is to be presented with a new dormitory
190 feet long and four stories high, by Dr. Andrew
J. White, of the class of '46.
The prize to be competed for in the internation-
al athletic contest at Chicago, August 11th and
12th, will be a $1,000 silver cup.
Columbia college now has three year profes-
sional courses which entitle the graduate to the de-
gree of A. B.
Iowa College has recently received $90,000 from
Cornelius B. Erwin, of New Britain, Connecticut.
The University of Wisconsin is to have a forty-
five hundred dollar boat house.
Purdue sent three car loads of exhibits to the
Columbian Exposition.
The University of Paris, the largest in the world,
has 9,215 students.
There are no examinations at the Chicago Uni-
versity.
Dr. Judson, Dean of Chicago University, is to
deliver the commencement address at Earlham
this month. This is a new departure for Earl-
ham, for heretofore the Seniors have entertained(?)
the audience by the reading of theses. The
change is bound to come some time in all colleges.
Would that it were here!
The income from $2,000, raised by the class of
'42 of Yale, is to be used by that institution in
encouraging the art of extemporaneous speaking
among the students.
Syracuse University has fallen into line and the fac-
ulty has granted a petition of the Seniors to abolish
commencement oration., and to substitute an address by
some noted man.
The students of the College of South Dakota
have rebelled against the removal of a number of
their best professors and have withdrawn from the
institution.
The Roanoke College, Virginia, will graduate a
lull-blooded Choctaw Indian this June. He is
said to be one of the best speakers in the class.
The University of Minnesota is considering the
advisability of abolishing the reading of the sen-
ior essays at commencement.
The University of Virginia has received $60,-
000 from Mrs. Linden- Kent, to found a chair in
English Literature.
The University of Fez, founded in the tenth
century, is said to be the oldest university in the
world.
The class of '93 of Wabash intends to give a
very elaborate class-day entertainment.
Williams College will celebrate its one hun-
dredth anniversary next fall.
The students of the University of Iowa have
adopted a college pin.
Cornell Law School is to have a summer session
of eight weeks.
There are thirty-three in the Senior class at
Earlham.
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The following yell is used by the medical stu-
dents of the University of Michigan.
We diagnose, we prognose,
We cure you every man!
Not homeops, but orthodox,
Are the "does" of Michigan!
Wali Hoo! Wah Hoo! Wah Hoo Again!
Michigan, Michigan, Medicine Men.
The Bona and Record of DePauw University
have combined and next year a monthly and a
weekly will be issued. The monthly will be a
literary magazine and the weekly will be more es-
pecially for news. Both papers will be edited by
the same editors.
The Cornell Glee, Banjo and Mandolin clubs
gave a joint concert with Columbia at the Madi-
son Square Garden Concert Hall, New York City,
April 28th.
TECHNIC.
A maid who is slightly antique,
Went to dine with a museum frique.
The maid asked for sauce,
But the frique was the bauce;
And now, it is said, they don't spique.
—Polytechnic.
A little old man from the West
Wore his watch in the back of his vest,
"For," said he, " 'tis sublime
isTe'er to be behind time,
Though the method is awkward, at best."
—Cynic.
"Your figure petite is ever so sweet,
And there's certainly no getting 'round it."
Her adorer was scared, and hence unprepared,
For her question meant more than she hardly dared,
But she coyly found voice to pronounce it:
"So my figure petite is ever so sweet?
And you're—quite-sure, there's no getting 'round it?"
—Amherst Student.
